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Abstract: We address the problem of local flux redistribution in networked systems. The
aim is to detect a suitable cluster which is able to locally adsorb a disturbance by means of
an appropriate redistribution of control load among its nodes, such that no external node is
affected. Traditional clustering measures are not suitable for our purpose, since they do not
explicitly take into account the structural conditions for disturbance containment. We propose
a new measure based on the concept of degree of freedom for a cluster, and we introduce a
heuristic procedure to quickly select a set of nodes according to this measure. Finally, we show
an application of the method in the context of DC microgrids voltage control.

Keywords: Networked systems, Graph clustering, Distributed optimization of large scale
systems, Disturbance propagation, DC microgrids, Intelligent control of power systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many networked systems, the uncontrolled propagation
of local disturbances may lead to catastrophic effects on
the dynamics of the whole network (Sandell et al. (1978);
Hespanha et al. (2007)). Propagation of disturbances can
deteriorate performance or even invalidate the stability
achieved by the local loops. For these reasons, it is often
necessary to design a higher-layer architecture that guar-
antees stability and performance satisfaction on a global
scale. Our idea is to develop such an architecture that
would commission the disturbance absorption only to a
suitable subset of nodes to locally limit the propagation.
Since this requirement relates to the connections among
nodes encoded in the graph of the network, one would
expect graph clustering methods to form the basis for de-
termining which collection of nodes to assign the task of lo-
cally containing the disturbances to. Standard graph clus-
tering techniques are based, amongst others, on intra/inter
cluster link density (e.g. modularity), escape probability of
a random walker (e.g. persistence probability), or eigenvec-
tor analysis of the Laplacian matrix (spectral analysis), as
reported in Schaeffer (2007) and Fortunato (2010). Other
approaches to disturbance suppression in dynamical net-
works involve the concepts of time-scale separation (Chow
and Kokotovic (1985)), controllability Gramian (Ishizaki
et al. (2015)) and optimal resource allocation (Preciado
et al. (2014)), to cite a few. None of these graph properties
and methods, however, capture the conditions that we
want to impose for disturbance containment.
In analogy with other disciplines such as classical mechan-
ics and statistics we introduce a new quantity, the degree of
freedom (dof), that measures the structural availability of
the cluster to locally contain a disturbance. This measure
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is also linked with the ability to redistribute internally
the control load without affecting external nodes. The
evaluation of the dof only requires to compute the rank
of a certain submatrix of the Laplacian. The idea is to
both develop global clustering algorithms, that search for
the optimal graph partition according to our measure, and
local greedy algorithms, that detect the best local cluster
to contain the propagation.

Voltage/current control in microgrids will be the applica-
tion domain to test the functionality of our methods. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, most of the literature
in this area focuses on nominal stability and scalability
properties of the control architectures (Dragičević et al.
(2016); Meng et al. (2017); Tucci et al. (2018a)), often
without explicitly considering network disturbances and
control saturations. Existing secondary solutions aim at
reaching current sharing through consensus-based tech-
niques (Cucuzzella et al. (2018); Tucci et al. (2018b)),
but (i) every node in the network is involved in the refer-
ences adjustment and (ii) saturations and disturbances are
not taken into account. The introduction of higher-level
schemes to locally contain disturbances in such models can
be regarded as a safe practice to guarantee voltage/current
stability during microgrids operation.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows. First of all, we define a new measure to evaluate
the quality of a cluster, which is based on the original
concept of degree of freedom. To strengthen the definition
of dof, we prove that, under clustering assumptions, any
leading principal matrix of a Laplacian is nonsingular.
Then, we introduce a greedy algorithm to detect a cluster
according to our measure. Finally, we show the benefit of
this framework in the area of microgrids voltage control.
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2. BASICS

In this Section we introduce concepts from graph theory
and matrix theory that will be used for subsequent proofs,
and will help to understand the notation throughout the
remainder of the paper. The interested reader may refer
to the textbooks by Godsil and Royle (2001) and Horn
and Johnson (2013) and the references therein for an in-
depth discussion of the following concepts on graph and
matrix theory. In general, for the sake of consistency, we
denote graphs, sets, matrices and vector spaces with bold
(G), calligraphic (P), Roman (L) and blackboard bold (R)
letters, respectively.

2.1 Graph Theory

A simple undirected graph is a pair G = (V,E), where
V = {1, . . . , n} is the node set and E ⊆ V×V is the edge set.
For each node i ∈ V, Ni denotes the set of its neighbors.
The degree of a node i is the number of its neighbors, and it
is denoted deg(i) = |Ni|. Graph topology can be expressed
by means of the adjacency matrix A = [aij ] ∈ R

n×n, where
aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E, and aij = 0 otherwise. A convenient
alternative representation is given by the Laplacian matrix
L = D−A ∈ R

n×n, where D = [dij ] is the diagonal matrix
with dij = deg(i) if j = i, and dij = 0 otherwise. An
undirected graph is connected if there is a path between
every pair of nodes. An induced subgraph is formed from
a subset of the nodes of the graph, and all the edges
connecting pairs of nodes in that subset.

2.2 Matrix Theory

Let M be the set of all real matrices, and Mn the set of
all real n-by-n matrices.

Definition 1. (Leading principal matrix). The leading prin-
cipal matrix of order p ≤ n of a matrix A ∈ Mn is the
square upper-left submatrix of A obtained by removing
the last n− p rows and columns from A.

Definition 2. (Permutation matrix). A matrix P ∈ Mn is
a permutation matrix if exactly one entry in each row and
column is equal to 1 and all other entries are 0.

Definition 3. (Irreducibility). A matrix A ∈ Mn is re-
ducible if there exists a permutation matrix P such that
P ′AP is a block upper-triangular matrix. If it is not the
case, matrix A is irreducible.
It can be shown that if A is the adjacency (or Laplacian)
matrix of a graph G, then A is irreducible if and only
if G is connected (Theorem 6.2.24 in Horn and Johnson
(2013)).

Definition 4. (Diagonal dominance). A matrix A = [aij ]
∈Mn is diagonally dominant if

|aii| ≥
∑

j 6=i

|aij | for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Taussky (1949) strengthened the Levy-Desplanques the-
orem on nonsingularity of strictly diagonally dominant
matrices to the irreducible case:

Theorem 1. (Taussky). Let A = [aij ] ∈ Mn be an (i)
irreducible and (ii) diagonally dominant matrix. If (iii)
∃ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that |aii| >

∑

j 6=i |aij |, then A is
nonsingular. If, in addition, every diagonal entry of A is
positive, then every eigenvalue of A has positive real part.
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Fig. 1. A partition P = {C1,C2} is displayed on the
undirected graph G. According to Assumption 2, the
induced subgraphs G1 and G2 are connected.

3. GRAPH CLUSTERING BASED ON A DEGREE OF
FREEDOM MEASURE

In this Section, we propose a measure to evaluate the
quality of a cluster, or a partition, which is based on the
concept of degree of freedom (dof). The aim is to partition
an undirected graph G = (V,E) with n nodes into m
non-overlapping clusters. Let the partition be denoted by
P = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cm}. Each cluster Ci contains a certain
subset of nodes such that

m
⋃

i=0

Ci = V, and Cj ∩ Ck = ∅ ∀j 6= k.

We introduce two assumptions on the graph G and the
partition P.

Assumption 1. The graph G is connected.

Assumption 2. The induced subgraph identified by the
nodes in each cluster Ci ∈ P, denoted by Gi, is connected.
Moreover, to avoid trivial clusters, we assume that m ≥ 2
and Ci 6= ∅ ∀i = 1, . . . ,m.

If we represent the topology of G with the corresponding
Laplacian matrix L, the choice of a partition P induces a
block partition of L:

L =











C1 Y12 · · · Y1m

Y
′

12 C2

...
. . .

Y
′

1m Cm











. (1)

We will call the matrix Ci the diagonal block associated
with the cluster Ci, and matrix Yi = {Yi1| · · · |Yim} the
bridge matrix of Ci. As will soon become apparent, matrix
Ci carries information on how nodes in Ci are internally
connected, and matrix Yi shows how Ci is linked to the
rest of the graph.

Theorem 2. Let G be a graph and P a partition satisfying
Assumptions 1 and 2, respectively, and let L ∈ Mn be
the Laplacian matrix of G. Then, any diagonal block of
L associated with a cluster in P is nonsingular and, in
particular, has all eigenvalues with positive real part.

Proof. Let Ci be a diagonal block of L corresponding to
the cluster Ci in P. The diagonal entries of Ci are the
degree of the nodes in the original graph G, whereas off-
diagonal entries correspond to the edges whose endpoints
belong to nodes in Ci. The edges connecting nodes in Ci

to nodes in the rest of the graph are captured by the
bridge matrix Yi = {Yi1| · · · |Yim}, according to the block
partition in (1). As stated by Assumption 2, we can define



a new graph, Gi, as the connected induced subgraph of
G identified by the nodes in Ci. Then, we can decompose
matrix Ci as follows:

Ci = Li +Di, (2)

where Li is the Laplacian matrix that describesGi, andDi

is the positive diagonal matrix whose entries are the degree
deficiency of nodes in Gi with respect to the same nodes
in G. We know that Li, since it is the description of the
connected graph Gi, is irreducible. This means that there
exists no permutation matrix P ∈Mp such that P ′LiP is
a block upper-triangular matrix. As pointed out in chapter
0.9.5 of Horn and Johnson (2013), if Di is diagonal and P
is a permutation matrix, then P ′DiP is diagonal as well.
Therefore, there exists no permutation matrix P̃ ∈ Mp

such that
P̃ ′CiP̃ = P̃ ′LiP̃ + P̃ ′DiP̃

is in block upper-triangular form. We conclude that matrix
Ci is irreducible. Moreover, Ci is diagonally dominant
and there is at least one row where the magnitude of
the diagonal element is strictly greater then the sum of
the magnitudes of all other elements in that row. This is
because the cluster identified by Ci is connected to at least
one external node by Assumption 1.

As the conditions (i)-(ii)-(iii) of Theorem 1 (Taussky’s
Theorem) are satisfied, we can conclude that matrix Ci

is nonsingular. Furthermore, since all diagonal elements of
Ci are positive, then all eigenvalues of Ci have positive real
part.

Corollary 1. A leading principal matrix of L has all eigen-
values with positive real part if the induced subgraph iden-
tified by the nodes in the associated cluster is connected.

Proof. Consider the leading principal matrix of L of order
p < n to be the first diagonal block C1, according to the
partition (1). Then, the results of Theorem 2 hold.

Definition 5. (Rank difference function). Let us consider
the function δ : M × M → N that, given two matrices
M1,M2 ∈M, returns the corresponding rank difference

δ(M1,M2) = rank(M1)− rank(M2). (3)

We call δ the rank difference function.

Definition 6. (Degree of freedom of a cluster). Consider a
graph G and a cluster Ci satisfying Assumptions 1 and
2, respectively. We say that the cluster Ci has d ∈ N

degrees of freedom if δ(Ci, Yi) = d. That is, when the
rank difference between the diagonal block Ci and the
corresponding bridge matrix Yi is equal to d. Moreover, we
refer to the quantity |Ci| − δ(Ci, Yi) as the dof deficiency
of the cluster Ci.

Proposition 1. The function δ, when applied to Ci and Yi,
is restricted to the following interval

0 ≤ δ(Ci, Yi) < |Ci| ∀i = 1, . . .m, (4)

that is, the dof of Ci are confined between zero and the
cardinality of the cluster itself.

Proof. Firstly, thanks to Theorem 2, we know that matrix
Ci is nonsingular, and therefore full rank. On the other
hand, since Ci and Yi share the same number of rows,
rank(Yi) cannot exceed the cardinality of Ci. Formally,

rank(Ci) = |Ci| ∧ rank(Yi) ≤ |Ci|

=⇒ 0 ≤ δ(Ci, Yi) < |Ci|. (5)

The strict inequality on the right hand side follows from
the fact that, by Assumption 1, G is connected. Hence,
rank(Yi) > 0, that concludes the proof.

Remark 1. We can provide an interpretation of dof de-
ficiency for a cluster, by stating that it represents the
number of independent connections that exist between Ci

and the rest of the graph. Since it is a rank-based measure,
it does not simply count the total number of connections
but, instead, only the links that connect Ci to the rest of
the cluster in a “different” way.

Example 1. Consider the graph G, comprising 6 nodes
depicted in Fig. 1. The graph is partitioned into two
clusters,

P = {C1,C2} = {{1, 2}, {3, 4, 5, 6}}.

Now we can represent the topology of G by means of the
Laplacian matrix, emphasizing the block division induced
by P:

L =

(

C1 Y12

Y
′

12 C2

)

=















1 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 3 −1 −1 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 0
0 −1 −1 4 −1 −1
0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 1















.

The leading diagonal block C1 can be further decomposed,
according to (2), into

C1 = L1 +D1 =

(

1 −1
−1 1

)

+

(

0 0
0 2

)

,

and similarly for C2. Matrix L1 is the Laplacian that
describes the induced subgraph G1 identified by the nodes
in cluster C1, while D1 is the diagonal matrix that contains
the degree deficiency for each node in G1 with respect to
G. The two induced subgraphs are represented in Fig. 1.
Let us compute the dof for the two clusters:

δ(C1, Y12) = rank(C1)− rank(Y12) = 2− 1 = 1,

δ(C2, Y
′

12) = rank(C2)− rank(Y
′

12) = 4− 1 = 3.

Notice that the degree deficiency of node 2 corresponds to
the edges (2, 3) and (2, 4) of G. We want to stress that the
dof computation for a cluster only requires the evaluation
of one rank, the one associated to the bridge matrix Y .
That is because, thanks to Theorem 2, we know that the
rank of the diagonal block corresponds to the cardinality
of the cluster. We can now get some intuition behind the
meaning of dof. Cluster C1 has 1 dof. This is because we can
modify the value of node 1 and redefine the flux exchange
with 2, without altering how the cluster is perceived from
the outside. Node 2, on the other hand, cannot be modified
because it will have an impact on external nodes. This
intuition will be more clear after the introduction of the
coupling model (7) in the next Section. Cluster C2 has
a dof deficiency of 1, even though both nodes 3 and 4
are involved in external connections. This is because they
share a dependent connection, so it is possible to modify
their values to redistribute flux within C2 as long as the
net power injected into node 2 is zero. As it is pointed out
by Remark 1, the dof deficiency for a cluster counts the
number of independent external connections.
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C
ẋi = fi(xi, ui, ξi, di)

ξij(xi, xj)

Fig. 2. The cluster C has zero dof, even though it shows
high internal and low external connection density.

4. CLUSTERING METHOD

In this Section, we firstly argue why standard clustering
methods are not suitable to our purposes. Then, we
introduce a network dynamical model and discuss about
typical hierarchical control architectures. Finally, a greedy
clustering algorithm based on the dof concept is presented.

4.1 Why are existing clustering methods not suitable?

According to Schaeffer (2007), measures for identifying
clusters can be divided in (i) vertex similarity measures,
which assign values or properties to the nodes and then
group them into consistent clusters, and (ii) fitness mea-
sures, which define a function over the set of possible
clusters and then choose those that optimize the function.
Popular methods are based on intra/inter cluster connec-
tion density (modularity), escape probability of a random
walker (persistence probability), or Laplacian eigenvectors
(spectral analysis). To the best of our knowledge, none of
these methods take into account the structural condition
we require for the flux redistribution problem.

Consider, for example, cluster C depicted in Fig. 2. Since
the induced subgraph of C is a complete graph, it shows
high internal and low external connection density. More-
over, a random walker has an escape probability of 1/6 and
a probability of remaining within the cluster of 5/6. On the
contrary, if we apply the dof function δ to the cluster we
can see that it has zero dof, as any node modification will
result in a variation of inter-cluster flux.

4.2 Flux redistribution problem

In many applications, networked control problems are
solved through hierarchical controllers that comprise mul-
tiple control layers, often operating at different timescales
and with different control objectives (Guerrero et al.
(2011); La Bella et al. (2017)). For the sake of simplicity,
we consider the case of a two-layer hierarchy. The bot-
tom layer, called the primary layer, has the objective of
tracking the reference values defined by the upper layer,
called the secondary layer. The secondary layer is in charge
of selecting the reference values to optimize some global
performance measures. As summarised in Fig. 2, each node
i ∈ V of the graph G = (V,E) hosts a dynamical system
of the form

ẋi = fi (xi, ui, ξi, di) , (6)

where xi ∈ R
Ni , ui ∈ R, ξi ∈ R and di ∈ R represent

the vector of state variables, the input, the coupling

and the disturbance of the dynamical system (6). The
interaction among nodes is described by a static function
ξjk = ξjk(xj , xk) on each link (i, j) ∈ E, and the net flux
injected into node i is

ξi =
∑

j∈Ni

ξij . (7)

Notice that we assume ui, ξi and di to be scalar quantities
and, to simplify the notation, we omit the time dependence
of all variables in equations (6)-(7). The functions fi and
ξjk define the dynamics of (6) and the coupling between
two neighbouring nodes, respectively.

We assume that each dynamical system (6) is equipped
with a local primary control law ui = gi(xi, x

r
i , ξi, di)

that, in nominal conditions, stabilizes the system around
its reference xr

i defined by the secondary layer. Examples
of such state-feedback stabilizing laws can be found, for
instance, in Tucci et al. (2018a) and Cucuzzella et al.
(2017). When the references xr

i and disturbances di are
constant, the equilibrium condition can be expressed as

fi (xi, ui, ξi, di) = f̃i
(

xr
i , x

r
j∈Ni

, di
)

= 0, (8)

where f̃i is used to stress that the set of references
and disturbances are the only variables that define the
equilibrium of the network. Note that the flux exchange
between neighbors is exclusively determined by the choice
of the references, i.e. ξij = ξij(x

r
i , x

r
j). Any variation of

the disturbances is locally compensated by the input ui

through the map gi, and a perfect track xi = xr
i is achieved

thanks to the stabilizing property of the primary loops.

Secondary control schemes are employed to manage the
references xr

i in order to balance the control effort through-
out the network, by means of consensus algorithms or
reference value adjustments (Tucci et al. (2018b); Guerrero
et al. (2011)). In our view, the major drawbacks of this
approaches are: (i) the input saturations are usually not
considered, (ii) other performance measures, such as power
losses, are not considered, and (iii) every single node in
the network is involved in the reference adjustment. In
Martinelli et al. (2019), a reference adjustment scheme
is introduced where, at fixed time instants, the following
centralized optimization problem is solved

min
xr

V (xr)

s.t. f̃i
(

xr
i , x

r
j∈Ni

, di
)

= 0 ∀i

ξi =
∑

j∈Ni
ξij ∀i

ui ∈ [umin
i , umax

i ] ∀i.

(9)

This method permits one to explicitly include input sat-
urations and to define other performance measures (e.g.
Joule heating, control balance,...) to be optimized with a
global cost function V . Martinelli et al. (2019) consider
a disturbance variation in a node i, referred to as the
overloading node, identify a cluster which surrounds the
overloading node by a simple algorithm, and solve a local
version of the optimization problem (9) among the nodes
in the cluster. The node exploration strategy used in that
reference is based on the concept of k -steps reachability
set, where at each exploration step the cluster is enlarged
with the nodes that are reachable in k steps from the



overloading node. The idea is simple to implement, but
the major drawback is that a significant amount of nodes
is usually involved in the cluster. The reason lies in the
fact that the topology of the network is not exploited in
the exploration process. In a sense, the objective of solving
the flux redistribution as locally as possible is penalized
in favour of simplicity of execution. In the following, we
introduce a clustering algorithm based on the dof concept.

4.3 Greedy clustering algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents an exploration strategy which ex-
ploits graph topology, by searching those nodes that in-
crease the dof in the cluster. The cluster is initialized
with the index of the overloading node C = {i}, and the
neighbors of the cluster areNC = Ni. The initial dof of the
cluster is δC = 0, because any isolated node has zero dof.
At each time step, only one node is added to C. Among
the nodes in H, namely the set of all neighbors of C that
would increase the number of dof, it is selected the one that
maximises a certain availability measure Ψj associated to
it (see equation (10)). This measure can be designed so
that it defines the capacity of j to modify its reference
value and control input without incurring saturations. An
example of Ψ is given in the next section. If there is no
neighbor that would increase dof, the algorithm selects
the neighbor with the highest number of connections, to
increase the probability that H 6= ∅ at the next iteration.
When a new node is added to C, its set of neighbors is
updated according to (12), and a local version of the opti-
mization problem (9) is solved. The procedure is iterated
until a feasible solution xr

C
is found.

Algorithm 1 Dof -based clustering heuristic

given overloading node i with set of neighbors Ni

initialize C = {i}, NC = Ni, δC = 0
repeat
H = {j ∈ NC : δC,j > δC}
if H 6= ∅ then
C← C ∪

{

j = argmaxj∈H(Ψj)
}

(10)
else

C← C ∪
{

j = argmaxj∈NC
(deg(j))

}

(11)
end if

NC ← (NC ∪Nj)r (j ∪ (C ∩Nj)) (12)
solve optimization problem (9) for nodes in C

until a feasible solution to (9) is found
return xr

C

5. APPLICATION TO DC MICROGRIDS

Here we show an application of Algorithm 1 to the problem
of voltage regulation in DC microgrids. The experiment
is conducted with the MATLAB Power Systems Toolbox.
We rely on a converter-based mG model (Cucuzzella et al.
(2017); Tucci et al. (2018a); Martinelli et al. (2019)),
represented by a set of n nodes that can exchange currents
through a graph G (see Fig. 4). Each node hosts a
dynamical system of the form

ẋi = fi (xi, ui, ξi, di)

=

[

0 1/Ci

−1/Li −Ri/Li

]

xi +

[

0
Vin,i

]

ui +

[

1
0

]

ξi −

[

1
0

]

di,

where xi = [Vi Ii]
′ is the vector state comprising the

converter output voltage and internal current, ui is the
input (duty cycle), di is the load disturbance. The coupling
current ξi is defined as in (7) with ξij = Gij(Vj−Vi), where
Gij is the conductance of the corresponding transmission
line. The other parameters Ci, Li, Ri, Vin,i are the
capacitance, inductance, resistance and input voltage of
the converter, respectively. Each node is equipped with a
state-feedback map ui = gi(xi, x

r
i , ξi, di) that, in nominal

conditions, guarantees perfect tracking at steady state,
xi = xr

i . The map gi can be synthesized according to
different methods that can be found, for instance, in
the previously mentioned literature. For the following
simulation, we use the microgrid electrical parameters in
Table I of Martinelli et al. (2019) and we implement the
linear control map described therein.

We consider the network to be in its steady-state con-
dition, until a disturbance variation ∆d1 affects node 1
at time 0.6s. Algorithm 1 explores the node space by
selecting the nodes that increase cluster dof and maximize
an availability measure assigned to each node, defined as

Ψi = |di|(1 − |ui − 0.5|),

that quantifies the control balance (deviation from 50%
duty cycle) weighted over the disturbance magnitude.
After 2 iterations, the dof -based algorithm and the k-
steps reachability set algorithm select clusters C1 and
C2 respectively (Fig. 4) and solve the local optimization
problem (9). We note that the dof -based exploration
method is able to contain the disturbance in a much
smaller community. Fig. 3 displays the output voltage,
input, load and exchanged flux among the three nodes in
cluster C1. After the disturbance variation ∆d1, nodes 2
and 3 increase their output voltage to generate a local flux
redistribution that benefits node 1. The output voltage
of node 1, on the other hand, quickly returns to a pre-
disturbance value, such that nodes external to C1 do not
perceive any flux variation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we tackled the problem of local disturbance
containment in networked dynamical systems. We intro-
duced a novel clustering measure, the dof, that expresses
the structural availability of a cluster to contain a dis-
turbance. To reduce the computational effort to evaluate
a cluster according to our measure, we proved that the
diagonal blocks of a Laplacian matrix corresponding to
connected clusters are nonsingular. Finally, we defined a
greedy clustering algorithm and showed its applicability in
the context of microgrids voltage control.

Many interesting aspects of this clustering approach still
need to be explored. As a first step, the dof measure
could be employed to generate global partitions of the
network. The exact formulation of this problem is com-
putationally prohibitive in principle, since the number of
possible partitions of a set scales according to the Bell
numbers. Secondly, our dof measure could be strength-
ened by adding an additional structural condition on flux
circulation: each node in the cluster must be reachable by
the flux redistribution enforced by the modification of the
references. Another promising extension can be achieved
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Fig. 3. Voltage, input, load and flux trends of cluster C1 during Algorithm 1 simulation on the microgrid model G.
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Fig. 4. The dof -based algorithm and the k-steps reachabil-
ity set algorithm are applied to mGmodelG, selecting
clusters C1 and C2 to contain disturbance ∆d1.

by solving the optimization problem (9) within the frame-
work of game theory, letting the nodes negotiate their
own references as a value assignment problem. Finally,
thanks to the general formulation of the problem, it seems
valuable to apply the dof concept to different domains,
such as hydro power plants or traffic networks.
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